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     INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT  
             MIDDLE SECTION 

 
 Subject: English                                         Topic: Adjectives 
 
 Class V ____ Name: _____________________Roll No: _____Date:___/10/18  Worksheet:16 
 

I. Pick the right Adjective of Quality from the given box and fill in the blanks  :  

chubby, poor, crowded, happy, beautiful, deep, noisy, unhealthy, creative, dense, rainy, handsome, naughty,  

honest  

1. We did not go to school yesterday since it was a __________ day.  

 

2. The wood cutter was an ______________ man. 

 

3. Vaibhav is a _______________ child. 

 

4. The baby had ________________ cheeks.  

 

5. Street food is _________________. 

 

6. Mitu draws well. She is very _________________. 

 

7. The lady was ___________________ but ___________________. 

 

8. The _______________ princes married the ____________ prince.  

 

9. The _______________ railway station was very ______________. 

 

10.  A ___________ river flows through the __________ forest.  

 

II. Underline the Adjectives of Quantity and circle the Adjectives of Number in the following sentences : 

1. Manish goes to his art class five days a week.  
 

2. Please give me some water. I am thirsty. 
 

3. The first boy won the prize. 
 

4. There is little food in the kitchen. 
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5. There are twelve months in a year. 

 
III. Fill in the blanks with the correct Adjectives of Quantity from the brackets :  

 

1. For this you have to go through _______________  pain. ( a little/a few) 
 
2. I want ______________  oil.( a little / a few)  
 
3. I have too _____________ home work for today. ( much / many)  
 
4. We need _____________ more hours to complete the work. ( a few / a little) 
 
5. The baby is _________ happy now.  ( much /many)  
 

IV. Fill in the blanks with the correct Demonstrative Adjectives from the bracket :  

1. Who gave you __________ book? ( this /these) 

 

2. __________ boys are my friends ( that/those)  

 

3. Pia has brought _________ bag with her .( this/these)  

 

4. _______ diamond is very expensive.( that /those)  

 

V. Rewrite the following sentences by changing the words printed in bold to singular form/plural form. 

1. I want that flower.  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. We have been to those buildings.  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. That book has a lot of interesting stories. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Who brought this packet? 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. I have read these books.  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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VI. Fill in the blanks with suitable Possessive Adjectives : 

1. I have a parrot. _______ parrot is bright green and yellow. 

 

2. My friends have a car. I don’t know if _________ car is new.  

 

3. Miss Johan will get married soon. She showed us _________ engagement ring.  

 

4. This van is very old. ________ tires  have worn out.  

 

5. If you exercise then _________ healthy will improve.  

 

VII. Fill in the blanks using the correct form of Adjective given in the brackets :  

1. Rukshar runs ____________ than Michael. ( fast)  

 

2. My hair is the _________________ in our family. (long)  

 

3. Neeta lives in the ________________ apartment building in town. (tall)  

 

4. Ria is the ____________ student in our class. ( studious)  

 

5. Good health is _______________ than beauty. ( important)  

 

6. I like Indian food _____________ than Lebanese but I like Italian food the best. (good) 

 

VIII. Rearrange the following group of words to make meaningful sentences.  

1. than /fortunate/ I/ others/ office/ am /in/ this/ more  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. cupboard/ the/ selfish/ all/ toys/ the/ in/ hid /boy/ the/ all/ his  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  work /do/ to/ mother/ much/ has/ home/ at/ my.  

          ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                      *****************************                                                                       

 


